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Star Holdings Group Announces Rupp’s Downtown the Winner  
of “Star’s Oldest Unit in Operation Contest” Smithville, TN (December 1, 2021). Star Holdings Group 
has announced Rupp’s in downtown Sheboygan, WI the winner of our “Star’s Oldest Unit in Operation 
Contest” held in honor of Star’s 100th Anniversary in 2021. 

The contest, launched January 2020, set out to find the oldest piece of Star commercial cooking 
equipment currently in-use in a foodservice operation with a cash prize of $1,921 awarded to both 
the winning restaurant operator (Sandra Rupp, Rupps), and associated equipment rep (Walter Kirkoff, 
Specialized). Rupp’s winning oldest piece of equipment submission was a pair of 40-year-old electric 
Star griddles manufactured in 1981 and still in use today (model 154CHS).

“Star celebrating 100 years of manufacturing is possible because of the quality engineering and 
the wonderful men and women in Tennessee who build Star equipment” said Group Vice President, 
Dave Hinton, CFSP. “This oldest-unit in operation contest was a way to highlight the quality of our 
equipment and to celebrate those on the front-lines managing restaurants and serving food. It is 
those people who buy Star and use it everyday in their restaurants.” 

Rupp’s Downtown is a traditional supper club that has served classic food and drinks to the people of 
Sheboygan since 1979 when Sandra Rupp and her late husband (and Rupp’s beloved founder) Richard 
Rupp started the restaurant on 925 North 8th Street. The employees at Rupp’s have an average tenure 
of 15-years and the operations are truly a family affair. The contest-winning griddles have seen some 
high-volume use. Rupp’s was serving up lunch and dinner 7-days-a-week up until 2019 when founder 
Richard passed away. Rupp’s most recently offered carry-out during COVID and is still going strong 
serving dinner to the folks of Sheyboygan 7-days a week. 

November 2021, Dave Hinton, CFSP (Group Vice President) and Jeff Mote (Regional VP) from the  
Star sales team visited Rupp’s to congratulate Sandra and the Rupp’s staff, see the 40-year-old  
Star griddles in-action, and to learn more about the people, food, and hard work that make Rupp’s 
a long-term success in the restaurant industry. Dave and Jeff of Star were joined by Walter Kirkoff, 
President of Specialized, for an afternoon of good food and stories at Rupp’s. 

“In contrast to this challenging restaurant climate, it was wonderful to make the human connection 
between our commercial cooking equipment and the people of Rupp’s who cook on that equipment 
everyday.” said Jeff Mote, Regional VP of Star who manages Rupp’s territory. 

Star began manufacturing high-quality commercial kitchen equipment in 1921 in St. Louis, Missouri.  
Star is a part of the Star Holdings Group family, a division of The Middleby Corporation. Star Holdings 
Group manufactures high-quality, complete cooking solutions under the brand names APW Wyott,  
Bakers Pride, Star, Holman, MagiKitch’n, Lang, Toastmaster, and Wells. The Star Holdings Group  
manufacturing facility is proudly located in Smithville, TN.
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from left - Walter Kirkoff (President Specialized), Ken Casper (Cook Rupp’s), Jeff Mote (VP of Regional Sales Star Holdings Group), 
center - Sandra Rupp (Owner Rupp’s) & Jay Apel (Bar Mgr/Historian Rupp’s), second to right - Mark Hyland (Chef Rupp’s), Dave Hinton (VP of Star Holdings Group)

Rupp’s Downtown in Sheboygan, WI
has had the same pair of Star Griddles 
built in 1981 in operation 7 days-a-week  
for over 40 years
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Those same Star griddles are still cooking 
up classic fare at Rupp’s 40 years later...

Rupp’s winning Star griddles operate 7-days a week, 
as they have for 4-decades. Built to last, the pair of 
Star griddles continue to successfully grill up classic 
fare like bacon, hash browns, & veggies for the people 
of Sheboygan at this beloved family-owned restaurant.
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The late Richard Rupp 
purchased two Star griddles 
in the early 1980’s for Rupp’s, 
his traditional supper club in 
downtown Sheboygan, WI 

The Rupp’s Team Oct-2021The Rupp’s Team Oct-2021

“Good piece of equipment, if you keep        
  it clean and maintained, it will last” 
   - Ken Casper, Cook at Rupp’s

2021 - Star is happy to congratulate Rupp’s owner, 
Sandra Rupp on her winning contest submission. 

For over 100 years, Star has proudly manufactured
the high-performance equipment restaurants need. 

We thank Sandra Rupp, her late husband Rich & all  
of the hardworking men and women in foodservice.

vist us at star-mfg.com to view our current lineup 
of high-performance commercial griddles & more...


